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FY2Q17 Growth Sectors of Egypt, Iraq, and Israel

E

XECUTIVE SUMMARY

Egypt, Iraq, and Israel stand among the
largest economies in the Near East with high
potential for exploiting their large natural gas
reserves in the near-term. Israel appears best
poised to maintain a stable and moderately
growing economy with an influx in foreign investment and a increased diplomacy with former
political agitators. Should domestic political and
military vulnerabilities stabilize over the next
year, Egypt and Iraq will experience a boom in
their service-based sectors.

EGYPT
SNAPSHOT:
Egypt, the most populous Arab nation,
has been working hard to revive its economy
since the political unrest that began in 2011. The
revolution placed Egypt under control of three
different leaders within a short period of three
years, leaving the nation with soaring unemployment rates, lack of foreign direct investments,
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dwindling tourism and rising inflation rates. The
current President, Abdel-Fattah el-Sisi has implemented an economic reform initiative with a
goal of restoring macroeconomic stability to the
nation.1

Another issue contributing to Egypt’s
struggling economy is the lack of tourism and
foreign investment. The rise of terrorism and
poor security is scaring away possible investors
and has drastically reduced tourism. A severely
overvalued exchange rate has led to a lack of foreign currency, reserves and decreased competitiveness. Increasing exchange rate flexibility will
attract tourism and foreign investment.4 Egypt’s
debt is also steadily rising as it reached over 50
billion USD in 2016.5

This program aims to “improve the functioning of the foreign exchange markets, bring
down the budget deficit and government debt,
and to raise growth and create jobs, especially
for women and young people.” The process to restoring stability has been slow moving, however
in November of 2016 after lengthy negotiations,
IMF reached an agreement to lend Egypt money
in the amount of 12 million USD. This was meant
to increase the flow of foreign currency, correct
external balances as well as increase the nation’s
inclusive growth.2

To achieve a successful future, the government cannot check out after the economy
begins to show upward mobility due to the IMF
loan. The President must also be cautious of the
traditional heavy involvement of the military in
economic decisions.

As part of this agreement Egypt allowed
their pound to float freely which has since resulted in a devaluation of the pound and soaring
prices on food and fuel. Along with an increase
in the unemployment rate, especially among
females and youths from 9% in 2011 to over 12%
in early 2017.3 The sharp increases in prices and
unemployment have led to social unrest and
public protests resulting in increased pressure on
the government.

GROWTH SECTORS:
In 2013 and 2014 Egypt spent more on
fuel subsidies than it did on education or health,
contributing to the poor living standards for
many Egyptians. In order to promote growth
Abdel-Fattah el-Sisi must restructure the budget
to allocate money to encourage job growth and
a stronger economy.6
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improving Egypt’s image in relation to safety and
terrorism.
The agriculture industry is centered
around the Nile as it is the nation’s main source
of water. Egypt is almost entirely desert leaving
less than 4% of land available for cultivation.8 Its
current irrigation system is wasteful and inefficient further reducing the arable land. If Egypt
invests in improving infrastructure and irrigation
technology they will create more available farm
land which will grow the agriculture industry,
increase revenue and reduce food imports.
Egypt is home to one of the largest
natural gas reserves in the Middle East making
natural gas available to be one of the nation’s
largest export. However domestic demand for
natural gas was high due to the poorly targeted
subsidies that the government provided before 2015, leaving little left over for export. The
government took action to shift these subsidies
by raising fuel and electricity prices. The goal
was to reduce the subsidies, increasing domestic
prices which in turn curves domestic demand
- making more oil available for export. Greater
natural gas exports will lead to reductions in the
trade deficit. Ultimately Egypt needs to look
outward to make better international business
partnerships to create a sustainable economy.9

Reviving the tourism industry is one of
Egypt’s biggest opportunities for growth. The
service industry currently accounts for over 50%
of Egypt’s GDP and with decreased travel their
economy is hurting.7 This will not only increase
revenue, but also provide jobs and increased incomes for the working class population. For the
tourism industry to be successfully reestablished,
Egypt must work on increasing security and
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2017-2019.10 If oil prices rebounded, this would
cause growth to accelerate further.

IRAQ
SNAPSHOT:

These twin issues have forced the Iraqi
government to focus on increasing public services, repairing infrastructure damaged by ISIS,
and maintaining economic stability. As a result,
investment has stalled, and dragged down
growth along with it. To go along with its economic woes, security presents a huge challenge
for the Iraq. Nearly 20,000 people were killed in
2015, and over 3 million were displaced due to
violence.

With a population of 33 million people,
Iraq is the fourth most populous country in the
Middle East, with the UN estimating it to grow
to 50 million by 2020. It is also one of the most
youthful countries in the world with 48% of the
population under 18 years old. Younger populations mean opportunities for growth and future
spending as companies can capture customer
loyalty from a younger base. It also increases entrepreneurship as young people are more likely
to start companies.

Based on its favorable demographics, it
seems like Iraq’s economy should have been unleashed by now. However, due to ISIS and low oil
prices, its growth has stalled. This does not mean
that growth will be lackluster forever, though,
and points to a great value opportunity for an
investor. Iraq’s young population and entrepreneurial spirit aren’t going away, and if it can solve
one or both of its twin issues, its economy will
likely begin to expand at a rapid pace.

Two major issues have plagued Iraq in the
last couple years—the rise of ISIS and the volatility of oil prices. Because oil currently pays 90% of
government bills, when the price of oil drops, the
government and economy become paralyzed.
Because the price of oil has halved since 2014,
Iraq’s fiscal deficit has grown and poverty has
increased. If Iraq were a stock, it would be a great
value buy, because while things have been grim
in recent years due to the twin crises of ISIS and
oil price volatility, its demographics still point to
strong growth in the near future. In fact, its economy is projected to grow around 5-6% from

The Syrian conflict, which began in 2011
and intensified through 2013, has had a tremendous impact on Iraq socially and economically.
Iraq’s GDP peaked at $234 billion in 2013, but
due to several issues including the Syrian
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conflict, ISIS, and lower oil prices, it shrank to
just $180 billion in 2015. Likewise, GNP has
decreased since 2013. However, the good news
is that Iraq’s favorable demographics have been
steady through the Syrian conflict—it still boasts
an extremely young population (nearly 50% under 18 years old) and a population growth rate of
2.87%, which ranks 10th in the world.11 Ultimately, the Syrian conflict has forced the Iraqi government to divert resources away from investment
and into social programs to aid its suffering
population, hindering economic growth.

focus recently of many Middle Eastern countries,
including Saudi Arabia, and Iraq is no different.
The government sees a future where oil plays a
much smaller role than it does now, and knows
that it needs to diversify its economy to compete
with the rest of the world.
Iraq hopes to first diversify within the
sector it knows best: energy. It hopes to add 10
million new jobs by 2030 in the gas and power
sectors, while slowly diminishing its reliance on
oil. Since the Syrian conflict, energy has been a
prominent issue in the country, with electricity
being the main resource major cities like Baghdad lacked. The World Bank has partnered with
Iraq on an initiative to modernize their energy
sector and shift the focus from short-term oil
profits to sustainable energy production. It
hopes to attract foreign investment into Iraqi
gas, which would provide jobs to Iraqi citizens
as well as improve energy dependability in the
country.

GROWTH SECTORS:
Though seen as a typical Middle-Eastern
oil state, Iraq is very entrepreneurial. The public sector accounts for around 66% of the labor
force, with the remaining 34% being entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurship is key to the expansion
of an emerging market economy, and Iraq’s high
literacy rate (79%) and high enrollment in tertiary education allows young people to first gain
a sound education, then use that education to
start companies and advance the economy.12
Foreign investment is the catalyst that can propel Iraq from an oil state to a more diversified,
advanced economy.

Besides energy, Iraq hopes to bolster
other non-oil sectors of its economy, including
manufacturing, banking, and services. The World
Bank has committed $900 million towards diversifying the Iraqi economy through managing
its own resources more efficiently and building
stronger institutions.13 Investment in

Diversification away from oil has been the
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infrastructure is something most economists
agree will accelerate the growth of an economy, and that’s exactly what this money will go
towards. The World Bank hopes that their investment will spur foreign investment into the
country, further accelerating its growth. If Iraq
can improve its economy and allow its citizens
to hold good, stable jobs, it will save money on
public services and entitlement programs—two
things it has spent heavily on since the Syrian
conflict. Ultimately, if this investment is handled
correctly, it should have many positive outcomes
that build on one another and unleash Iraq’s
economy.

The head of the government is currently Prime
Minister is Binyamin Netanyahu, and presides
over a coalition government consisting of six
parties that is considered politically center-right.
The economy of Israel is an industrially advanced
market economy that has a large and expanding
high-tech industry in electronics, communications, fiber optics, and medical instrument.16
Further, Israel also has a large diamond cutting
industry that exports large amount of diamonds
consisting of approximately a fourth of Israel’s
exports.17
Due to Israel’s resources, 57% of Israel’s
energy demand is fueled by coal, while only 2.6%
came from renewable energy sources. Although
renewable energy resources are low, Israel discovered natural gas off their coast in 2009, which
ensured energy security.18 Domestically, Israel
struggles with income disparity, as 22% of the
population lives below the poverty line.19

ISRAEL
SNAPSHOT:
Israel is a predominately Jewish state
named after the Kingdom of Israel according to
Biblical tradition. The country was established in
1948 after the British withdrew its mandate from
Palestine, and the UN declared separate Jewish
and Arab states.14 Israel is an economically advanced country that became an OECD country in
2010.15

Geopolitically, Israel continues to focus
on defense, and prevention of its adversaries,
such as Hezbollah, Hamas, and Iran, from gaining
further power in the region. Israel is in a geographically conflicted area with the Syrian Civil
War to the East, Palestine to the South, and Iranian-backed Hezbollah to the North. Israel remains
to be focused on defense, and is reflected in its

The Israeli government is parliamentary
democracy with a President and Prime Minister.
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domestic and foreign policies. Conscription is
required for all Israeli citizens that reach the age
of 18, while Israel maintains an active role in ensuring Iran does not continue on a path towards
a nuclear weapon.

and high-tech products. The growth of the
high-tech industry has been backed by a large
amount spent towards research and development, and capital investment from venture
capitalists. In 2015, the Israeli high-tech industry
raised $4.43 billion in 708 deals. Of that, Israeli
venture capital funds invested $653 million in
2015, an increase from 2014, but not as high as
2008, which amounted to $780 million invested.20

GROWTH SECTORS:
Israeli is a large exporter of innovation

Israel leads OECD countries in R&D
spending and is twice the average; however, the
industry has slowed in recent years.21 Some of
the acquisitions by tech companies has brought
sales outside of Israel, and only left research and
development. Jobs within in the tech industry
have begun to shrink at a rate of nearly 2 percent
from 2013, after 8 years of constant growth.22
Acquisitions have also slowed from $7.2 billion in
2015 to $3.4 billion in 2016, indicating a possibility of some portions of the tech industry within
Israel reaching maturity. Although 2016 was a
slower year, the tech industry will likely continue
to grow due to the vast amount of capital being
spent on research and development.
In addition to high-tech, Israel is also a
large exporter of diamonds. Of Israel’s exports in
2015, 23% of them were diamonds, which
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(7) CIA (2017, Jan. 12) World Fact Book: Egypt. Retrieved
from https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-

amounted to $14.8 billion.23 Most of Israel’s
diamond exports are not mined in Israel. Rather,
the prevailing industry is diamond cutting from
advanced technology and craftsmanship. The
largest importers of Israeli diamonds are the
United States and China.

factbook/geos/eg.html.
(8) CIA, 2017.
(9) Ayyub, 2015.
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